**Siris Swan Neck (SN)**

*Hyperextension less than 20°*

1. Choose proximal and distal EZ-Sizers that fit, when angled at 45° from the volar crease, as shown in the pictures.

2. Remove the EZ-Sizers from the cord and place them in the SN Holder to form a “splint”.

3. Slide the “splint” onto the finger.

4. Change the sizes as needed until the “splint” fit is comfortably snug.

This splint can be worn on the PIP, DIP or Thumb IP joints. Use the same measuring steps for each joint. For the DIP or Thumb IP joints, the distal ring should rest on the nail, not on the nail bed.

**Splint Adjustments and Fitting:**
- To loosen the fit, decrease the angle between the rings by pushing the rings together.
- To tighten the fit, spread the rings further apart.